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Simply put, good websites is what we do. Whether 

it is a complex and dynamic portal, a convenient 

online office, or a stylish Web-presentation of your 

brand - every website has it’s own story and it’s own 

purpose, and must be done properly in order to 

work.

We always work in step with your business, and do 

not believe in ready-made templates. The key is in 

understanding every client’s unique vision, often by

helping it to take shape, then adapting it into a 

concept, and then - raising it into something truly 

beautiful.

For each project, we are looking for a way that 

perfectly meets our Client’s expectations - so the 

end product is always:

     Goal-oriented,

     Works exactly the way if supposed to,

     Stable and professionaly done.

Website Development
Full journey from concept to creation.
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Tessella Studio provides its own convenient Web 

hosting for all of our customers needs!

Own hosting substantially facilitates the process 

of a website development and it’s subsequent 

maintenance and well-being.

Among the benefits of our hosting there are: stable 

server operation, unlimited corporate mailboxes, 

clear rules of payment.

Three reasons “why” our hosting is a great 

supplement to the website development:

    Because we know all the technical details, 

contingency server load and all the pitfalls,

    Because we have full access and full control over 

the server software and settings,

    Because we do everything much faster!

We will always be glad to provide space for free 

testing of your website.

Web Hosting
Websites, emails, apps and more!
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Tessella Design StudioGraphic Design
Simple and stylish.
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There is no need to say much about Graphic 

Design. A good design is immediately recognizable. 

No beautiful phrases can close one’s eyes to an 

outdated design, a bad markup, dim or confusing 

corporate identity... These things can be seen

on the spot.

The same can be said about printing materials.

A business card, a flyer or a brochure – any peace 

of graphics must attract, surprise and interest.

This is exactly what we do.

So, what can we offer?

     Business cards,

     Promotional flyers,

     Brochures,

     Any printing materials,

     Corporate identity,

     Logos and other identity.

We cover your whole brand image development 

process – from color choice to implementation: 

business cards, flyers, brochures. By the way, by 

ordering a website from us, you can get all the 

tools for working on the market: website, corporate 

identity for printing materials - all together.
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It is sometimes better to see once than read a 

hunderd times, right?

Animated Web banners are a great example of this. 

And among them all, the best choice of a banner

is a Flash banner. Gif banners are no match to it! 

Flash animation is smooth, beautiful, interactive

and sells your offer quickly and efficiently.

We develop Flash banners of any required size, 

lenght and complexity. We produce static, animated, 

interactive and expanding ones. And furthermore, 

they are not just pretty. They are successful

in performing their main task – they catch

your Client’s attention!

From 5 seconds banner to a infographic video, we 

know exactly how to make an effectively working 

sales tool, not just an Online Cartoon.

Flash Banners
Bright sales tools.

Quality presentation of an Idea.
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Search Engine Optimization is as important for 

a website as toothbrushing for a human being. 

Healthy clean teeth imply a pleasant life of

a prosperous man. Professional Search Engine 

optimization implies widely promoted performance 

of a prosperous website.

We work for requests both from the UAE and 

Worldwide. We have experts with vast experience

of Website optimization in Google and Yandex 

search engines. We create websites and promote 

them in the best possible way. If you already have

a website, we will conduct an audit, give you a list

of things than have to be changen on it, and put 

them into practice with true professionalism.

Promotion is the foundation of your sales. Even the 

most beautiful website will be a failure without good 

SEO. With minimal SEO it will work somehow. With 

our SEO it will start selling. Furthermore, it will sell 

more and more every month.

Search Engine Optimization
to the TOP of Google & Yandex

with Tesella Studio!
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An idea require worthy implementation. A good 

specialist will be payed a lot everywhere, but your 

brilliant ideas must be presented professionally.

And what if you need an urgent visualization

of interior/exterior design?

Our studio will provide you with an excellent 

professional visualization of the most relevant

ideas - qualitatively, visually and beautifully. Need 

to get your idea accepted, start a project, or win a 

promising tender? With our help, all that becomes 

possible.

Come and get a great 3D visualization, which will 

effectively sell your idea. We can model all kinds of 

3D objects, fitting every taste and budget.

In addition to the model itself, we can provide a full 

catalogue of materials used in an interior and even 

calculate an approximate implementation budget. 

3D Design
We mould perfect content. Sell your ideas.

At a high price.
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Our testing team have a great experience in testing 

social network systems, e-Commerce applications, 

information portals, b2b systems, different online 

services, content management systems, search 

engines, etc.

Tessella studio provide different types of

QA services:

    Automated testing,

    Usability testing,

    User Interface testing,

    Perfomance testing,

    Load testing,

    Security testing,

    Cross-browsing testing.

We will help you to improve the quality and 

effectiveness of your processes, to minimize 

your risks and to maximize the potential of your 

e-business strategies.

As we understand that the needs and desires of 

our customers are of great importance, we are 

constantly looking for way to extend our knowledge, 

increase our skills and experience, and improve the 

quality of our services.

QA-Testing
Quality is essential.
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What is the very essence of our work? We will not 

be talking about beautiful websites and increasing 

sales, every Web studio will tell you that. We will 

simply say yes, websites do sell. Beautiful websites 

do sell even better. That’s correct.

But apart from that, there is a mission that we 

recognize, follow, and consider as our priority. 

That is a constant development of Web design as 

an important part of today’s life. As a craftsman 

becomes better and better over time, our studio

is constantly pushing it’s limits in Web design.

The success of our studio is possible only in 

combination with constant development of Web 

industry itself - improving technology, usability and 

design. We do not just make websites, we strive

to be at the forefront of Web development industry.     

About Us
A couple of words about the Studio.
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